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We characterize dendrites which admit an open retraction onto an arbitrary nod. The paper 
contains also several corollaries and two problems concerning the subject. 
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dendrite retraction open mapping 
The purpose of this paper is to characterize dendrites which are retractable onto 
an arbitrary n-od under an open mapping. 
All spaces considered in the paper are metric. By a dendrite we mean a locally 
connected continuum which contains no simple closed curve. A dendrite is called 
an n-od, where n > 2, if it is the union of n distinct arcs emanating from their 
common end point and disjoint outside of it. We shall use the concept of order of 
a space D at a point p E D in the sense of Menger-Urysohn (see [4, Section 51, I, 
p. 2741). 
Given a dendrite 0, let E(D) denote the set of all end points of D. If an n-od 
N is contained in a dendrite D, we denote by Qi the family of all finite subsets of 
D such that FE @ if and only if F contains the set E( N)\E( D) and is contained 
in (D\E( D))\( N\E( N)) and such that each component of D\F contains an n-od. 
Note that, in some situations, the family @ can be empty and if E(N) c E(D), 
then P, E @. More general, the following fact is a straight consequence of the definition 
of @D: 
(1) If the family @ is nonempty, then E(N)\E(D) is a member of @. 
A continuous surjection f: X + Y of a topological space X onto a topological 
space Y is said to be 
(i) open if the image of any open set in X is open in Y; 
(ii) a retraction if Y c X and f(y) = y whenever y E Y (then Y is called a retract 
of X). 
A subcontinuum Y of X will be called an open retract of X if there is an open 
retraction from X onto Y. 
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We need the following: 
Lemma 1 ([S, Lemma 21). Let X be a locally connected continuum, Y a proper 
subcontinuum of X, and C a component of X\ Y such that Y\C is connected, and 
suppose there exists an open retraction r: X + Y. Then r(C) = Y. 
Using Lemma 1 we prove: 
Lemma 2. If a dendrite D contains an n-od N and a nondegenerate subdendrite S 
with connected Int S, and zf an open retraction r: D + N with 
r(Fr S) c E(N) (2) 
is given, then r(S) = N and Int S contains an n-od. 
Proof. Since Fr S and N\E(N) are disjoint by (2), we infer that either N c S or 
N n In1 S = 0. If N c S then the proof is finished because r(N) = N. So we consider 
the case when N n In1 S = 0, and note that Int S is a component of D\Fr S. Now, 
define g: D + g(D) as a continuous mapping that identifies the points p and r(p) 
for each p E Fr S only, i.e., g(p) = g(r(p)) whenever p E Fr S and g ) D\Fr S is a 
homeomorphism. Observe that g ( N: N + g(N) c g(D) is a homeomorphism. Thus 
g(E( N)) = E(g( N)). Further, we define a continuous mapping h: g(D) + N from 
g(D) onto N by the equality r = hg. Then h is open (see [2, Proposition 2.1.3, p. 941 
and since g 1 N is a homeomorphism, the mapping gh: g(D) -+ g(N) is open too. 
Take an arbitrary point qE.g(D). Since h(q) E N, we have h(q) = r(h(q)), whence 
g(h(q)) = g(r(h(q))) = gh(gh(q)). Th us we have proved gh = (gh)*, whence it fol- 
lows that gh is a retraction (see [2, 1.5.C p. 711). Therefore Lemma 1 can be applied 
to the mapping gh. Since (2) holds and g(Fr S) = g(r(Fr S)) (see the definition of 
g) we have g(Fr S) c g(E( N)) = E(g(N)). By the definition of g we have g(N) n 
g(S) c g(Fr S), whence it follows that g( N) n g(S) c E(g( N)), and thus g( N)\g(S) 
is connected. Furthermore, since Int S is a component of D\Fr S and gl D\Fr S is 
a homeomorphism, g(Int S) is a component of g( D)\g(Fr S), and, by construction, 
it is a component of g(D)\g(N). Note that g(Int S) = g(S\Fr S) = g(S\Fr S) = 
g(S). Further, applying Lemma 1, we haye gh(g(S)) = g(N), whence hg(hg(S)) = 
hg( N), i.e. r*(S) = r(N), i.e. r(S) = N. Thus, g(S) contains a point v that is mapped 
under gh onto the vertex of the n-od g(N). Since gh is a retraction and g(Fr S) = 
E(g(N)) c g(N), we see v is not in g(Fr S) whence v is in g(Int S). The mapping 
gh being open, we conclude g(S) is of order greater than or equal to n at v (see 
[6, Corollary (7.31), p. 1471). Hence g(Int S) contains an n-od Q having u as its 
vertex. Since g ) Int S is a homeomorphism by the definition of g, there is the n-od 
(g 1 Int S)-‘(Q) in Int S and the proof is complete. q 
As a consequence of Lemma 2 we get: 
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Lemma 3. Let a dendrite D contain an n-od N and let an open retraction r: D+ N 
be given. If the set D\ E (D) contains a set A with 
r(A) c E(N), (3) 
then A is$nite. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that A is infinite and let {p,}zl be an infinite 
sequence of distinct points of A convergent to a point p E A. Thus the set B = {p} u 
Uyl, { pI} is closed and contained in A. Consider a collection {Cj}jeT of all com- 
ponents of D\ B. Since every point of B (except one, perhaps) disconnects D, we 
infer that this collection is infinite and forms a null collection (see [6, (2.6), p. 921). 
Since B is closed the sets C, (j E T) are nondegenerate, whence Cj are nondegenerate. 
Further, C, = Int Cj and Fr Cj c B c A, whence, by (3), r(Fr Cj) c E(N). Lemma 2 
implies r(C,) = N whenever jE T contrary to continuity of r. The proof is com- 
plete. 0 
Using these lemmas we shall now prove our main result: 
Theorem 1. Let a dendrite D and an arbitrary n-od N in D be given. Then N is an 
open retract of D if and only if: 
(i) D is of a finite order at each of its points, 
(ii) the family @ is nonempty, and 
(iii) there exists a member F of @ such that E(D) u F is closed. 
Proof. First, we show that if conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold, then N is an open 
retract of D. By conditions (ii) and (iii) we conclude that there exists a member F 
of @ such that the set E(D) u F is closed. Further, let D,, D2, . . . , D, be all 
components of D\F, with N c 0,. Since every component Di contains an n-od (see 
the definition of @) we infer that 
(4) every Di contains an n-od N,, where N, = N such that E( N;) c E(D) u F. 
Put M = IJ:,, Ni, and consider the family { C,}jis of all components of D\(M u F) 
(this family is at most countable). Condition (4) implies that 
(5) for every index j E S, C, is contained in some Di (i E {1,2, . . . , m}) and there 
exists exactly one common point c, of C, and N,\E( N,). 
For every j E S we denote by cj an end point of N, (where i is chosen as above, 
i.e. such that C, c Di) with the property that c,c: is a free arc of N, (i.e., the set 
c,cJ\{cj, ci} is open in N,). 
Now we define a mapping f: D+ N from D onto N as follows. 
(a) For every iE{l, 2,. . . , m}, the partial mapping fl N, is a homeomorphism h, 
from N, onto N, where h, is the identity mapping, such that for every two distinct 
indices k, 1~{1,2 ,..., m} and for every point p E F, if p E Nk n N,, then hk( p) = 
h,(p);ifpEC,nN,,whereC,~cD,(sES),thenh,(p)=hk(c:);ifpEC,nC,,where 
C,c Dk and C,c NI (s, tE S), then hk(c:) = h,(c:). 
Thus fl M: A4 + N is well defined. 
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(b) For every j E S, fl cj: cj + (fl M)(cjcj) from cj onto (f] M)(c,c$) is such that 
f(E(C’)) = (fl M)(ci) and f or each arc cjc c c,, fl c,c is a homeomorphism. 
We claim that f is an open retraction from D onto iV. Indeed, it is not difficult 
to verify that f is well defined, continuous and onto (see (5)). To observe that f is 
open it suffices to check that the family {f’(~)},~ N is continuous (see [6, Corollary, 
p. 1301). So N is an open retract of D. 
Second, we prove that if N is an open retract of D (i.e., if there exists an open 
retraction r: D+ N), then conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. 
To prove (i), suppose on the contrary that there is a point p of an infinite order 
in D. Then there is an infinite family {Ki}iGT of components of D\(p). Since D is 
hereditarily locally connected, { Ki}it T forms a null family (see [6, Theorem (2.6), 
p. 921). Whence we conclude that p E E(D) and by continuity and openness of r 
(see [6, Corollary (7.31), p. 147]), r(p) E E(N). Now by Lemma 2, for every i E T, 
we have r( zi) = N, a contradiction with the fact that { Ki}it T forms a null family. 
Thus (i) holds. 
If (ii) is not satisfied, then by the definition of @, there exists a component C of 
D\E( N) which does not contain any n-od. Thus the order of C at each of its points 
is less than n. Further, by Lemma 1, r(c) = N. Therefore, some point c E C is sent 
under r into the vertex z, of N which is of order n. Thus the open retraction r 
increases the order of C at the point c, contrary to [6, Corollary (7.31), p. 1471. So 
(ii) is shown. 
To prove (iii), note that by (ii) the family @ is nonempty, and therefore by fact 
(l), the set F = E( N)\E(D) is a member of+@. If E(D) u F is closed, the proof is 
finished. So suppose E(D) u F is not closed. We put A = E(D) u F\( E (D) u F) = 
E(D)\(E(D)uE(N)). Since r is continuous and open we have r(E(D))c E(N) 
(see [6, Corollary (7.31), p. 147]), and we conclude that 
r(A)c E(N). (6) 
Thus by Lemma 3, the set A is finite. Put F’ = F u A. Then F’ is finite. Taking the 
closure of any component of D\F’ as S in Lemma 2, we conclude that each 
component of D\F’ contains an n-od. Further, note (N\E(N)) n A = 0. In fact, if 
p E (N\E(N)) n A, then r(p) =p E E(N) by (6), a contradiction. Thus 
E(N)\E(D)c F’c(D\E(D))\(N\E(N)), hence F’ is a member of 0 and 
moreover, by the definition of F’, the set E(D) u F’ is closed. Therefore (iii) holds. 
The proof is complete. 0 
Directly from Theorem 1 several corollaries follow: 
Corollary 1. If a dendrite D is retractable into an arbitrary n-od N under an open 
mapping, then the set E( D)\E( D) is finite and disjoint with the set N\E( N). 
Corollary 2. Let a dendrite D and an n-od N be given, where E(D) u E(N) is closed. 
Then N is an open retract of D if and only if the order of D at each of its points is 
finite and every component of D\E( N) contains an n-od. 
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Corollary 3. Let a dendrite D whose E(D) is closed and an n-od N in D be given. 
Then N is an open retract of D if and only if the order of D at each of its points is 
jinite and every component of D\E( N) contains an n-od. 
By a finite dendrite we mean a graph (i.e., a one-dimensional connected polytope) 
which contains no simple closed curve. 
Corollary 3 implies: 
Corollary 4. Let a jinite dendrite D and an arbitrary n-od N in D be given. Then N 
is an open retract of D if and only if every component of D\E (N) contains an n-od. 
In [l], we have characterized generalized graphs (i.e., connected spaces embed- 
dable into graphs) which are retractable either into an arc or into a simple closed 
curve. 
This and Corollary 4 suggest the following: 
Problem 1. Characterize all generalized graphs which are retractable onto an n-od 
under an open mapping. 
It is well known that any dendrite is unicoherent (see [4, Theorem 1, p. 3001). 
The class of dendrites is a subclass of the dendroids, i.e., arcwise connected and 
hereditarily unicoherent continua. However, Hagopian’s example (see [3, Fig. 1, 
p. 581) shows that there exists a dendroid which is retractable onto an n-od under 
an open retraction and which does not satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 1. Namely, 
it can be seen that each n-od contained in X, having the origin as its vertex, and 
disjoint with the collection {F,,}~=r and with the limit segment of F (outside of the 
origin), is an open retract of X. 
In connection with the example and Theorem 1 we have: 
Problem 2. Let an n-od N be given in a dendroid A. Give necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which N is an open retract of A. 
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